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Quantum Global Campus is located at Roorkee, the Mecca of higher education in India in the picturesque state of Uttarakhand. Roorkee is a quiet, scenic town located along the Ganga canal. Given its long history of higher education, it offers a rich pool of highly qualified faculty. This gives Quantum a great edge to begin with.

Excellence has always been achieved by those who dare to believe that something inside them is superior to circumstances.

Q-mates are raring to go and make their mark on the scene. They are competent and confident individuals who shall prove an asset to the organization they work for.

The Bites

Ranked as the No. 1 Management college of Uttarakhand in a prestigious IMRB survey.

Ranked among the top two Engineering colleges of Uttarakhand in a survey by IMRB.

Awarded as Most promising engineering college of North India by Big Brands Research.

Ranked first in Uttarakhand & the 29th best management college of North India by THE WEEK Magazine.

Featured in Top-100 emerging colleges of India by Dalal Street.

Most preferred Engineering College in Uttarakhand by the youth.

Handpicked faculties from industry and top-20 colleges of our country.

MOU with Industry Association of Uttarakhand, member CII, AIMA and other state and national level corporate bodies.
Academic Programs

QUANTUM SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY

B.Tech
Mechanical Engineering
Mechatronics*
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering*

M.Tech
Manufacturing Process
Digital Communication

Diploma
Mechanical Engineering*
Civil Engineering*

QUANTUM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

MBA
Marketing, Finance, Human Resource
International Business, Dual Specialization

BBA*
A dynamic, industry-ready undergraduate program in management

*Recently introduced programs not available for current batch of students ready for placements.

Our USP is our Teaching Methodology

To ensure academic and professional excellence along with values, Quantum does not rely on any one pedagogical tool. Different learning methods, such as lectures, facilitated discussions, experiential learning, psychometric instruments, one-to-one coaching, e-learning, live cases, simulations, consulting assignments, guest speakers, self-managed learning and organisational visits are employed depending on the requirement.
The Department of External Programs at Quantum Global Campus is the most dynamic and energetic division, which plays vital role towards corporate relations, training & placement, overall academic development and many allied aspects. Among others, it is entrusted with the conceptualisation and application of the Value Addition Program (VAP) in close coordination with other agencies at Quantum. The Department handpicks some of the most versatile and energetic members, with the competence to operate in the field, from among the faculty and students. It is headed by the Chief Executive - Operations who comes with a lot of corporate and academic experience. The DEEPRO functions through number of committees and clubs to be able to perform the wide range of activities.

**DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL PROGRAMS (DEEPRO)**

**Center of Innovation & Entrepreneurship (CIE)**
Assimilates innovative ideas generated by students, at Quantum both from engineering and management departments and pursues their active implementation. It also promotes entrepreneurial talent in following ways...
- Entrepreneurship workshops
- Entrepreneurship events in partnership with the industry
- Venture Funding

**Corporate Resource Center (CRC)**
This wing, under DEP at Quantum works with the corporate for developing industry-academia relationship. From proposing for campus recruitment to corporate guest lectures or organizing management development program to signing of MOA. All these activities are taken care and handled by the CRC team members. Some major activities of CRC include...
- Training & Placement
- Guest Lectures & Workshops
- Management Development Program
- Corporate Events & MOA

The training & placement cell of the CRC develops & facilitates opportunities for training & placement of students and is committed to host and organize all the activities to accomplish its mission.

**Center of Research & Consulting (C-Rescon)**
Quantum actively encourages research & consultancy both among faculty and students. The C-Rescon work closely with various departments and institutions that assign & fund research projects. Its core activity includes...
- Consulting Assignments
- Live Projects
- National Development Planning

**ADDITIONAL CLUBS & COMMITTEES**

**PAHAL - THE SOCIAL CLUB**
A social initiative by Q-mates that is doing commendable work in the nearby villages by way of creating awareness on issues related to health, sanitation, education etc. The enthusiasm of the students for this weekend activity is boundless and adds a third dimension to their learning.

**THE SPORTS CLUB**
Quantum offers well developed sporting infrastructure to its students. The Sports Club is responsible for organising various tournaments as well as monitoring regular sporting activity. It also ensures regular participation of Q-mates at Inter-collegiate and Inter-state Sports Meets. Huge playgrounds offer the perfect setting for outdoor games like lawn tennis, badminton, basketball, cricket, football among others while the Recreation Centre offers indoor games like table tennis, billiards etc.

**THE MUSIC CLUB**
Music enthusiasts have a great life at the campus - a vibrant music club awaits them! The Quantum Rock Band and individual performers rock the lives of Q-mates semester after semester.

The DEEPRO carries out its most vital function of placement under a comprehensive, continual program called i-deserve. It comprises of faculty and student body that works exclusively towards the logistics of placements, i.e., facilitating HR Managers visiting campus, taking students for post campuses of other colleges, constantly arranging job fests at Quantum. Under i-deserve, the DEEPRO bridges the gap between companies & students thereby providing students with a platform for sustained growth and campus recruitment.
INNOVATIVE CURRICULUM

The world of business is not a tidy arrangement of subjects. The reality is that issues cut across businesses and functions: and that is how we approach teaching at Quantum. The Quantum B.Tech & MBA programs are not delivered in functional silos; it takes an integrated and thematic view of the industry, mirroring the issues that pre-occupy technologists and managers across the globe today.

GUEST LECTURES

In order to impart practical knowledge of the corporate world and its functioning to the students, guest lectures are arranged on regular basis. We invite business practitioners, freelance consultants and trainers from various fields to give valuable corporate insights to our students.

WE BELIEVE THAT QUANTUM IS SPECIAL IN MANY WAYS

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

Industrial visits are an integral part of both the engineering as well as management curriculum. The purpose is to make our students aware about the actual working methodology at shop floor level, decision making, strategic maneuvering, etc. As a part of continuous industrial exposure to our students, we have in place MoUs with nearby industries that provide practical industrial skills exclusively to the students. This includes absordbing the students for vocational training, projects and final placements.

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Quantum facilitates a student exchange program for its building engineers as well as business managers with colleges across India. This greatly enriches students on experiential and logistical learning. Recently, the MBA final year students hosted their counterparts from ICBM School of Business Excellence, one of the finest B-Schools from Hyderabad and followed it up by a visit to their campus in the beautiful city of Hyderabad. It was a wonderful opportunity for exchange of ideas & knowledge and was a splendid experience for all.

OUTBOUND LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS

We consider outbound training as one of the best platforms for personality development, confidence building and team building. The Outbound Training Program creatively uses nature as a backdrop. We use the invaluable concepts of action and experiential learning. Participants are made to go through various outdoor activities where they are required to face challenging situations as individuals and as teams. This helps them see the importance of communication, leadership, teamwork, planning and delegation.

GLOBAL CAMPUS

Quantum facilitates a student exchange program for its budding engineers as well as business managers with colleges across India. This greatly enriches students on experiential and logistical learning. Recently, the MBA final year students hosted their counterparts from ICBM School of Business Excellence, one of the finest B-Schools from Hyderabad and followed it up by a visit to their campus in the beautiful city of Hyderabad. It was a wonderful opportunity for exchange of ideas & knowledge and was a splendid experience for all.
It is impressive to see Quantum adopt so early global practices in all areas of teaching, selection of students & faculties, and other areas of teaching-learning process. I am sure, Quantum will join the Ivy league colleges of our country very soon.

Mr. Vinay Kastra
Independent Strategic Consultant and Ex-CEO, Planman MARCOM

Interacting with CS & IT student of Quantum was a great experience for me. I was impressed with their domain knowledge and their bubbling enthusiasm. Quantum students have the zest to learn new technology and have quickly adopted ideas and developed innovative solutions. Good wishes.

Mr. Himmat Singh
Director Technology, Ballistic Learning

It is not only the in-take process, but also the complete orientation program that makes Quantum students become smart and active. I wish them all the best for their future endeavors.

Mr. Sanjay Dixit
Chief Executive Development, AIMA

Really impressed by the vision & mission of the institute.

Prof. Dr. S C Sawano
Ex-Director IIT Roorkee

Good students with great communication skills.

Mr. Neville Patel
CEO, London School of Economics, London

Fantastic! Keep it up.

Prof. Padamba Banerji
Director IIT Roorkee

Excellent ambience to nurture the young mind and is a superb place for the young saplings to bloom fully.

Mr. V Pandhi
Executive Director, BHEL Haridwar

Wonderful students and good hospitality I would love to come back for campus recruitments.

Mr. Rahul Mishra
VP Marketing, Data 64 Techno Solutions (P) Ltd

Excellent ambience to nurture the young mind and is a superb place for the young saplings to bloom fully.

Mr. Himmat Singh
Director Technology, Ballistic Learning

One, for the interactive energy of the children and Two, the quality of leadership. The teacher in me is rejuvenated.

Mr. Arun Sanghal
Co-Founder, Leap Quality Education Practices

I enjoyed my visit to Quantum and interaction with students was very good.

Mr. Medan Lal
Renowned Cricketer of Indian Cricket Team

I felt great meeting students and staff of this institute.

Mr. Manoj Kumar
Commonwealth Boxing Gold Medalist

Very good platform for every child, take your own time and grow up into good citizen. Fantastic campus, lots of creativity, good luck & keep it up. Jai Hind !

Mr. Satyamurti DGP
Uttarakhand

What I witnessed in Quantum students was the spark of enthusiasm and adoption capacities of new learning. It was my pleasure to interact with the dynamic engineers and future leaders. They were very enterprising.

Dr. Vimal Talwar
Faculty, London School of Economics, London

Quantum Students have amply demonstrated their leadership qualities as our Academic partners during the recent International Ambassador Meet in Dehradun 2012. I found them very participative and interactive.

Mr. Manoj Gupta
President, Industries Association of Uttarakhand, Dehradun

I have been teaching for last 20 years in some of the top management colleges across the globe and also spearheaded various ANMs in India. I was pleasantly surprised to see the passion and energy in the students and faculty at Quantum. This is sure to take them and this institution to great heights.

Prof. Ramash Anand
Ex-Marketing Professor, XLRI Jamshedpur

Wow ! Not seen such facilities in entire Uttarakhand.

Mr. Uday Prabhakar
Commercial Head, Ambuja Cements

The industry, by way of placements of Quantum students, has given us an emphatic thumbs-up. For the year 2012-13, over 60 esteemed companies from across India visited Quantum Global Campus under the recruitment drive called I-deserve and offered placements to over 85% of our students. The highest package bagged by the students was Rs. 10 Lacs per annum in the domain of cyber security by a Mumbai based organization with the average salary being Rs. 2.5 Lacs per annum for all placed student.

Axis Bank
Kotak Mahindra Bank
Bank of America
Syntel
Clicklabs
HDFC Bank
Data 64
Bosch
Bharti AXA
Virtusa

Saraswati Dynamics
Jaypee Cement
Nextgen Mobile Tech.
Juilinat Organys

Global Step
Indian Army
Asahi Glass Company
Bharti AXA
Inspire Technology
Birla Power
Vacs Infotech
Oracle
Fusion Technology
Cummins

Common
NEC HCL
Pepsi
Cease Fire

Reliance
Aurbindo
Cease Fire
Amardip Design

Everest Industries
Shalabh Switchgear
Uncease Automation Pvt Ltd
Reliance Retail

Kevin Power
Grail Research
Anand Bathi
Ambuja Cement
Recently held National Conferences at Quantum School of Technology

National Conference on “Advanced & Sustainable Computing Techniques” (ASCOT-2012)

National Conference on “Recent Advances in Mechanical Engineering” (RAME-2013)

Recently held National Conferences at Quantum School of Business

National Conference on “Contemporary Trends in Management: Opportunities & Challenges” (PRUDENCE-2012)

National Conference on “Unfolding Management Vistas in MSMEs Functionality” (PRUDENCE-2013)

The conferences and seminars at Quantum offer a mature platform to assess, review and explore new facets of knowledge. They invariably meet an overwhelming response and attract the best brains from the academia as well as the industry, and often also from the policy makers. The students at Quantum are constantly enriched through exposure to such intellectual pursuit.

FACULTY & MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Interaction with management gurus and industry experts under Management Development Programs is a regular feature at Quantum. It helps in the evolution and crystallization of new concepts and practices in the corporate world. At the same time, the exposure to MDPs helps Quantum students in broadening their understanding, improving their skills and preparing them to face the challenges and complexities of the world of business.

EXPERTISE

Dr Vishal Talwar
Fellow in Management, London School of Economics, Dr Talwar works within the Deptt of Management at London School of Economics (LSE). He is currently responsible as Chief Examiner at the University of London External Programme and is a Fellow in Management at LSE. With a profound research interest in resource allocation and ethical decision making, Dr Talwar has presented his research in leading conferences in the US, UK, India, Italy, Finland, Canada and Germany.

GLOBAL CAMPUS

FACULTY & MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Interaction with management gurus and industry experts under Management Development Programs is a regular feature at Quantum. It helps in the evolution and crystallization of new concepts and practices in the corporate world. At the same time, the exposure to MDPs helps Quantum students in broadening their understanding, improving their skills and preparing them to face the challenges and complexities of the world of business.

EXPERTISE

Dr Vishal Talwar
Fellow in Management, London School of Economics, Dr Talwar works within the Deptt of Management at London School of Economics (LSE). He is currently responsible as Chief Examiner at the University of London External Programme and is a Fellow in Management at LSE. With a profound research interest in resource allocation and ethical decision making, Dr Talwar has presented his research in leading conferences in the US, UK, India, Italy, Finland, Canada and Germany.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS ON CURRENT TOPICS BY INDUSTRY STALWARTS

In addition to National Conferences and Seminars, frequent panel discussions on current topics is a regular feature at Quantum. Participation of the students is ensured to help them expand their horizon of thought on issues of general concern.

Recent Topics

‘Bridging the Skill Gap by Learning to Learn’

‘A comparative model of progress in India & China: A holistic appraisal’
**Quantum School of Technology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program (B.Tech)</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science Engineering</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics &amp; Communication Engineering</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quantum School of Business**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engineering students shall be awarded B.Tech degrees by Uttarakhand Technical University on successful completion of the four-years program.

MBA students shall be awarded Masters degrees by Uttarakhand Technical University on successful completion of the full-time, two-years program.

Quantum Global Campus is proud to boast that more than 75% of the total students are 60% and above throughout the academic record.

All management students as well as the 3rd and 4th year engineering students have undergone training program in Executive Communication, Leadership and Entrepreneurship.

**INVITE**

Quantum invites your participation in i-Deserve 2013-14 (the campus recruitment program) for the B.Tech and MBA students starting August 2013. We are confident that you shall find our students competent as well as confident, and willing to work in locations across the globe.

To begin with, your esteemed organization is welcome to send its HR representatives to showcase your portfolio, philosophy, career growth, vacancy details, and any other information that you might like to share with the students or with us. DEEPRO shall be happy to arrange student interactive sessions as per your convenience.

We also welcome you to embed your training program with us well in advance, to ensure industry-ready students in a timely and cost-effective manner. We shall be happy to make all logistical arrangements also for pool/joint campus recruitments should you so desire.